
1001 +VAT Paco Rabanna Lady Million eau de 
parfum 80ml

1002 +VAT Paco Rabanne 1 Million eau de toilette 
50ml

1003 +VAT Paco Rabanne 1 Million eau de toilette 
50ml

1004 +VAT Paco Rabanne ultraviolet man eau de 
toilette 100ml

1005 +VAT Paco Rabanne Olympea eau de parfum 
30ml

1006 +VAT Paco Rabanne Olympea Blossom eau de 
parfum florale 50ml

1007 +VAT Paco Rabanne Black XS eau de toilette 
100ml

1008 +VAT Lancome Paris La Vie est Belle Rose 
Extraordinaire l'eau de parfum florale 100ml

1009 +VAT Lancome Paris La Vie est Belle Iris 
Absolu l'eau de parfum 100ml

1010 +VAT Lancome Paris La Vie est Belle l'eau de 
parfum 100ml

1011 +VAT Valentino Donna Born in Roma eau de 
parfum 100ml

1012 +VAT Valentino Donna Born in Roma eau de 
parfum 100ml

1013 +VAT Burberry Goddess eau de parfum 50ml

1014 +VAT Burberry Her eau de parfum 88ml

1015 +VAT Issey Miyake L'eau D'Issey Pour Homme 
eau de toilette 200ml

1016 +VAT Issey Miyake Nuit D'Issey eau de toilette 
75ml

1017 +VAT Hugo Boss Femme eau de parfum 30ml

1018 +VAT Hugo Boss Energise eau de toilette 75ml

1019 +VAT Hugo Boss Bottled parfum 100ml

1020 +VAT Marc Jacobs Daisy Love eau de toilette 
30ml

1021 +VAT Marc Jacobs Perfect eau de parfum 50ml

1022 +VAT Marc Jacobs Daisy Eau So Intense eau 
de parfum 100ml

1023 +VAT Joop! Homme aue de toilette 200ml

1024 +VAT Joop! Homme Absolute eau de parfum 
120ml

1025 +VAT Calvin Klein Ckin2U eau de toilette 150ml

1026 +VAT Calvin Klein Ckin2U Him eau de toilette 
100ml

1027 +VAT Calvin Klein Defy eau de parfum 100ml

1028 +VAT Calvin Klein Be eau de toilette 200ml

1029 +VAT Calvin Klein Euphoria eau de parfum 
100ml

1030 +VAT Jean Paul Gaultier Scandal le parfum 
30ml

1031 +VAT Jean Paul Gaultier Divine eau de parfum 
30ml

1032 +VAT Giorigio Armani Code eau de toilette pour 
homme 50ml

1033 +VAT Giorgio Armani Code parfum 125ml

1034 +VAT Giorgio Armani My Way eau de parfum 
50ml

1035 +VAT Giorgio Armani My Way eau de parfum 
50ml & 15ml

1036 +VAT Giorgio Armani acqua Di Gio parfum 
125ml

1037 +VAT Armani eau d'aromes pour homme eau de 
toilette 50ml

1038 +VAT Emporio Armani Stronger With You 
Intensely eau de parfum pour homme 100ml

1039 +VAT Goldfield & Banks Wood Infusion Fraser 
Island Queensland perfume 100ml

1040 +VAT Goldfield & Banks Australia Bohemian 
Lime Byron Bay New South Wales perfume 
100ml

1041 +VAT Goldfield & Banks Australia x2 Botanical 
Series luxury sample collection perfume plus 
Silky Woods perfume 2ml

1042 +VAT Valentino Uomo Born in Roma eau de 
toilette 100ml

1043 +VAT Valentino Uomo Born in Roma Intense 
eau de parfum 100ml

1044 +VAT Montblanc Explorer eau de parfum 100ml

1045 +VAT Montblanc Explorer eau de parfum 100ml

1046 +VAT Gucci Bamboo eau de toilette 75ml

1047 +VAT Gucci Bloom eau de toilette 100ml

1048 +VAT Dolce & Gabbana Light Blue eau de 
toilette 200ml

1049 +VAT Dolce & Gabbana The One for men eau 
de toilette 30ml

1050 +VAT Dolce & Gabbana The One Gold eau de 
parfum intense 75ml

1051 +VAT Jimmy Choo Flash eau de parfum 60ml

1052 +VAT Jimmy Choo Blossom eau de parfum 
40ml
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1053 +VAT Jimmy Choo Fever eau de parfum 100ml

1054 +VAT Gabar No. II Ground eau de parfum 50ml

1055 +VAT Gabar No. II Ground eau de parfum 50ml

1056 +VAT Gabar No. II Ground eau de parfum 50ml

1057 +VAT Gabar No. I Float eau de parfum 50ml

1058 +VAT Gabar No. III Swim eau de parfum 50ml

1059 +VAT Versace Dylan Purple pour femme eau de 
parfum 100ml

1060 +VAT Versace The Dreamer eau de toilette 
100ml

1061 +VAT Versace The Dreamer eau de toilette 
100ml

1062 +VAT Dior Miss Dior eau de toilette 50ml

1063 +VAT Dior Joy eau de parfum 50ml

1064 +VAT Dior Sauvage eau de parfum 100ml

1065 +VAT Dior Sauvage after shave lotion 100ml

1066 +VAT Yves Saint Laurent Black Opium eau de 
parfum 50ml

1067 +VAT Yves Saint Laurent Kouros eau de toilette 
100ml

1068 +VAT Yves Saint Laurent le parfum 200ml

1069 +VAT Chanel Paris Coco Mademoiselle eau de 
parfum intense 50ml

1070 +VAT Chanel Paris Bleu eau de parfum pour 
homme 100ml

1071 +VAT Chanel Paris Blue eau de toilette pour 
homme 50ml

1072 +VAT Chanel Paris bleu parfum pour homme 
50ml

1073 +VAT Jo Malone Ginger Beer Cologne 30ml

1074 +VAT Cacharel Noa eau de toilette 30ml

1075 +VAT Metal Gear Solid Shadow Moses unisex 
cologne 100ml

1076 +VAT Anna Sui La Vie De Boheme eau de 
toilette 50ml

1077 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger Tommy eau de toilette 
100ml

1078 +VAT Chloe Narcisse eau de toilette 50ml

1079 +VAT Police To Be Purple Night Limited Edition 
eau de parfum 40ml

1080 +VAT Carolina Herrera New York 212 Sexy eau 
de parfum 100ml

1081 +VAT Lanvin Paris Eclat D'Arpege eau de 
parfum 50ml

1082 +VAT Club De Nuit Untold eau de parfum 105ml

1083 +VAT Club De Nuit Untold eau de parfum 105ml

1084 +VAT Le Labo Grasse - New York Santal 33 
Moscow eau de parfum 100ml

1085 +VAT Mugler Angel Nova eau de toilette 100ml

1086 +VAT Kayali Invite Only Amber 23 Intense eau 
de parfum 50ml

1087 +VAT Loewe 001 Woman eau de toilette 30ml

1088 +VAT Goutal Paris Eau D'Hadrien eau de 
parfum 100ml

1089 +VAT Lacoste L.12.12 Pour Elle French Panche 
eau de toilette pour femme 90ml

1090 +VAT Prada Paradoxe eau de parfum 30ml

1091 +VAT Ghost Deep Night eau de toilette 50ml

1092 +VAT Mancera Paris Coco Vanille eau de 
parfum 120ml

1093 +VAT Bottega Veneta L'Absolu eau de parfum 
50ml

1094 +VAT By Sick Liquid Silver Holy Grail Edition 
eau de parfum 50ml

1095 +VAT Juicy Couture I Am Juicy Couture eau de 
parfum 100ml

1096 +VAT Emir Frenetic Delicieuse extrait de parfum 
80ml

1097 +VAT Tom Ford Our Wood all over body spray 
150ml

1098 +VAT Tom Ford Noir Extreme eau de parfum 
100ml

1099 +VAT Fahad Mustafa Vocal eau de parfum 75ml

1100 +VAT Murdock Barber of London Vetiver British 
cologne 100ml

1101 2 gilt framed paintings of riverside scenes

1102 Pair of black decorative wall panels with Asian 
bird design

1103 Slim burr walnut cased barometer by Abraham & 
Co. Liverpool

1104 Bow fronted mahogany chest of 2 over 3 
drawers

1105 Collection of various metalwares including a 
brass 'protector' miners lantern and a brass and 
mahogany sceptre, a set of copper balance 
scales and a Middle Eastern style brass pourer
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1106 Slate cased mantle clock by Ansonia Clock 
Company, New York

1107 Mahogany single door wardrobe with bevelled 
mirror and single drawer to base

1108 Mahogany buffet counter

1109 Patinated metal ornament of a female with a bird 
resting on her shoulder

1110 Floor decorated ceramic table lamp base with 
ruffled cream shade

1111 Large brass bell on wrought iron bracket

1112 Small gilt framed rectangular wall mirror

1113 Modern blue check upholstered wing back easy 
chair

1114 Childs wooden school desk

1115 Slender mahogany effect coffee table with brass 
surround

1116 Carved mahogany piano stool with adjustable 
green upholstered seat

1117 Modern pair of floor standing slender standard 
lamps with cylindrical cream shade

1118 Mahogany coal scuttle and associated brass fire 
tools

1119 Small burr walnut finish chest of 2 over 3 
drawers

1120 Brass gong with wooden beater

1121 Hand carved leopard stool

1122 Windsor type wooden chair

1123 Mahogany 2 drawer buffet cabinet

1124 Mid century metal engineers spot light together 
with a further more modern angle poise type 
light

1125 Pair of black metal carriage lanterns and 2 
brackets

1126 Long trestle type refectory table on painted white 
base with oak surface

1127 Dark oak single drawer side table

1128 Slender wooden display cabinet with glass 
interior shelving

1129 Deco style wooden caseed mantle clock and 1 
further Enfield mantle clock

1130 Collection of copper and brassware including 
long brass fire tongs, poker, 2 bed warming 
pans and a copper kettle

1131 Mahogany commode disguised as a chest of 
drawers

1132 Large metal urn with lid

1133 Edwardian mahogany folding table with red 
baize lining

1134 Middle Eastern tapestry wall hanging depicting a 
starlit horse rider

1135 An assortment of 3 various stools and ottomans

1136 Mahogany folding card table

1137 An eagle from the Hunting Birds collection no. 
216/999 by Christopher Holt, boxed with COA

1138 Mahogany torchere

1139 Mahogany sewing box and the contents of 
various sewing equipment

1140 2 Victorian toilet mirrors

1141 Mahogany 2 drawer side table

1142 Red, blue, yellow and beige figured and 
bordered rug

1143 2 matching red, orange and beige figured and 
bordered rug, together with a further smaller rug 
on a beige ground

1144 Honey oak writing desk with and arrangement of 
7 drawers

1145 3 hand painted Grays pottery tumblers of Susie 
Cooper design together with a similar scotch 
ivory jug

1146 Set of Wedgwood blue and white egg cups and 
side plates together with Wedgwood Dover 
pattern set of 5 bowls

1147 Moder grey cloakroom stand

1148 Open front sideboard with light oak effect 
surface

1149 Collection of 9 various small clocks

1150 Collection of Hornea Contrast ceramics

1151 Cased pair of Waterford Crystal commemorative 
champagne flutes

1152 Modern light grey sideboard with sliding ribbed 
doors and 3 drawers and light oak surface

1153 1 copper hunting horn and 1 brass hunting horn

1154 Wooden walking stick with deer antler handle

1155 Collection of 5 pieces of hand thrown pottery

1156 Composite wood 3 drawer sideboard with single 
mesh fronted metal door

1157 Industrial type 2 drawer metal framed side table

1158 Industrial type 2 drawer metal framed side table
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1159 Table top of miscellaneous ceramics including 
Bee jar, Dunoon fine bone china cup and 
saucer, mug, various unmarked china and 
William Palmer Cambridge floral jug

1160 Handmade wooden model ship on stand

1161 Mahogany cased station style wall clock

1162 +VAT Substantial limed wood dining table on 
twin column base

1163 Assortment of white and off white furniture 
including 2 drawer bedroom chest, pair of 2 
drawer off white bedsides and modern white low 
level storage unit

1164 Set of 4 Ercol blonde stick back dining chairs

1165 Picnic style dining bench with hardwood finish 
and 2 matching seats

1166 Modern pair of yellow and grey check 
upholstered dining chairs

1167 Nesting pair of black finish circular coffee tables

1168 Pine kitchen table on white painted support

1169 2 graduated sets of 3 jugs together with pair of 
floral planters

1170 Modern light grey kitchen island with granite 
chopping surface and large single drawer

1171 Modern light oak island unit with single drawer

1172 Modern light oak single drawer serving table

1173 Modern light oak sideboard with 4 central 
drawers and 2 cupboards

1174 Dark oak chest

1175 White painted towel rail

1176 Assortment of various metalware and treen 
including copper kettle, horse brasses, brass 
ornament of oxen pulling barrel etc

1177 Modern light grey entertainment stand with light 
oak surface and shelf

1178 Modern light grey corner entertainment stand 
with cupboard storage under

1179 Modern light grey chest of 3 drawers with open 
front top and light oak surface

1180 Collection of various cut glass, coloured glass 
and crystal

1181 Circular dining table with marble effect surface 
and single pedestal ribbed wooden column 
shaped base

1182 Nesting pair of modern coffee tables with light 
oak surfaces

1183 2 similar bar height stools in wire work finish

1184 Hardwood finish dining table on black metal 
criss cross base

1185 Hardwood finish dining table on black metal 
criss cross base

1186 Nesting pair of circular hardwood finished coffee 
tables on black metal frames

1187 Suite of hardwood finished furniture including 
entertainment stand, wall hung cupboard, 3 
drawer sideboard and 2 bedsides

1188 Teal coloured 2 drawer side table

1189 Low level long entertainment stand in dark 
hardwood finish

1190 Inlaid mahogany single door pot cupboard

1191 Edwardian mahogany single door pot cupboard

1192 Suite of lounge furniture including open fronted 
shelving unit with 2 drawers to base and long 
low level entertainment stand

1193 Single pedestal circular dining table with oak 
effect surface, together with 3 wooden stick back 
dining chairs

1194 Modem grey upholstered shell shaped dining 
chair on brass finish legs

1195 Large limed wood finish extending dining table

1196 Suite of white lounge furniture including coffee 
table with decorative patterned surface and 
matching entertainment unit

1197 +VAT Modern white artist table / trestle table

1198 Abstract black and white piece of wall art

1199 +VAT Grey fluffy rug

1200 +VAT Asiatic London Nova 200 x 290cm. area 
rug

1201 Pine effect dining table with radiused ends

1202 3 drawer light grey bedside with light oak 
surface

1203 2 similar shaped easy chairs - one in mushroom 
coloured suede upholstered finish, 1 in fleece 
upholstered finish

1204 Wooden framed easy chair upholstered in 
mustard coloured yellow material together with 
mid century style green fleece upholstered easy 
chair on 4 star base

1205 Modern dining table in wood finish on tapered 
supports with 2 matching stick back dining 
chairs

1206 Freestanding coat stand
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1207 Modern limed wood single drawer side table

1208 2 night stands

1209 +VAT Sunbrella cushion

1210 Mid Century honey oak finish desk with 3 
integral drawers

1211 Blue fleece upholstered easy chair and black 
suede upholstered bar height stool

1212 2 sets of hardwood finish coffee tables each 
having 1 larger table and 2 smaller ones nesting 
below

1213 Framed and glazed print of pirates by D Denahy 
'04

1214 Gilt framed still life of fruit by JF Smith. 
Smith was a porcelain artist for Royal Worcester 
between 1950-1971

1215 +VAT Modern black finish desk with 2 drawers

1216 Black sideboard with 2 drawers and 2 glass 
fronted cupboards

1217 Decorative white cupboard

1218 Modern black lounge suite to include a 
sideboard and long entertainment stand

1219 Long low black entertainment unit with pine 
effect surface

1220 +VAT Modern pair of black finish storage 
cabinets

1221 Glass topped circular coffee table, 2 black ash 
finished side tables, black ash finished bar 
height stool, folding table and 1 small dressing 
table stool

1222 Floor standing brass finished 4 tier helving unit 
with marble effect and glass shelves

1223 Mid Century white painted metal and teak 
modular shelving unit

1224 Modern light grey wardrobe

1225 Light grey double bed frame

1226 Pine single futon with maroon coloured cushion

1227 A modern metallic brown upholstered bar height 
stool on chrome supports

1228 Off white single bedframe and circular table top

1229 Blue travelers trunk

1230 Fleece upholstered ottoman

1231 Modern pine chest of 2 over 4 drawers

1232 Collection of 3 pieces of dark oak furniture to 
include entertainment stand, small cupboard 
and side table with 2 drawers

1233 +VAT Large grey and beige mottled area rug

1234 Large grey upholstered bed frame

1235 Large grey upholstered bed frame

1236 Box containing qty of ceiling light fixtures by 
Elstead Lighting

1237 Limed wood finish entertainment stand

1238 Collection of grey furniture including night stand 
and 2 storage units

1239 Black and cane finished sideboard

1240 Brass covered fire screen and magazine rack

1241 Black metal framed 2 tier coffee table with glass 
surface

1242 Edwardian mahogany 2 tier inlaid plant stand

1243 Pine double futon with purple cushion

1244 Variety of 4 various chairs and stools

1245 3 abstract painting each framed and glazed

1246 Collection of framed and glazed pictures 
including pastel drawing of horse signed CHL, 
oil on canvas of canyon signed John Emmett, 
various prints, picture of the Flower Shop by 
Cherry Hinton etc

1247 Mahogany effect nest of 3 coffee tables with 1 
further oak drop side coffee table

1248 Large framed acrylic on canvas painting of street 
scene signed J Volpi together with similarly 
styled painting of sunflower field in white frame

1249 Oval Edwardian mahogany wall mirror with 
inlaid frame

1250 Pair of framed and glazed farming scenes

1251 2 framed and glazed maps each depicting the 
East of England

1252 Gilt framed painting of working horses signed R 
J Patrick, 1978

1253 3 white framed paintings by R J Patrick depicting 
countryside scenes together with further framed 
and glazed painting of naval vessel

1254 2 small paintings by R J Patrick 1971; Blue tits 
and Church

1255 +VAT Large qty of various pictures and prints

1256 Industrial sideboard with lattice fronted metal 
cupboard doors and 3 right hand drawers

1257 Edwardian dark oak cased wall clock

1258 2 art glass table lamp bases with cylindrical 
silver coloured shades
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1259 Wishbone style beech framed bar height stool 
with rush seat

1260 Light grey open fronted storage unit with 2 
central drawers and a light oak surface

1261 Modern industrial style open fronted deep 
shelving unit

1262 +VAT Mottled grey and beige large area rug

1263 +VAT Modern grey patterned area rug

1264 +VAT Modern grey patterned area rug

1265 2 nesting pairs of circular metal framed coffee 
tables with glass surfaces

1266 +VAT Comkes folding laptop stand

1267 Modern brown diamond stitch 2 seater bench

1268 Modern dark grey diamond stitch 2 seater bench

1269 Modern blue grey upholstered sofa

1270 +VAT 200 x 274cm. Centenno blue-grey mottled 
area rug

1271 +VAT Pair of circular side tables with marble 
effect surfaces

1272 +VAT Grey leather upholstered electric reclining 
armchair

1273 Diamond stitch upholstered dining chair and a 
circular black finish coffee table

1274 Modern light oak finish entertainment unit

1275 White marble effect column shaped cupboard

1276 Circular dining table with grey marble effect 
surface on ribbed wooden column shaped base

1277 2 various night stands

1278 Blue upholstered ottoman

1279 Off white entertainment unit with light oak effect 
surface

1280 Beige upholstered ottoman

1281 Metal framed entertainment stand with glass 
surface and 3 hardwood finish drawers below

1282 Box containing vintage books including 'Boys 
Empire', 'Things Mortal', 'Adventures of Don 
Quixote', etc

1283 6 boxes of tapered furniture legs

1284 Pine rocking horse

1285 Modern white decorative 4 drawer bedroom 
chest

1286 Brass jam pan

1287 Burnt orange coloured folding easy chair

1288 Brown teal and white chest of 6 slim drawers

1289 Pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers

1290 Light oak sideboard with integral bottle storage 
and 2 upper drawers

1291 Glass spiral patterened jug and 3 various 
decanters

1292 4 porcelain ornaments depicting various 
carriages

1293 Modern light oak effect and rattan chest of 2 
over 4 drawers

1294 Modern white cot with under bed linen drawer 
and 4 tapered furniture legs

1295 Mid century stained teak bookcase with glass 
sliding door

1296 Copper kettle and bed warming pan together 
with 2 wire work bottle racks

1297 Modern wood finish chest of 3 drawers

1298 Black metal double bed frame

1299 Assortment of various paintings and prints 
including hunting scene, countryside scenes, 
print of a locomotive, spaniel, etc

1300 Box containing various ephemera including 
newspapers, postcards, magazines, collectors 
cards on various themes including frogs, toads, 
birds, etc

1301 +VAT Sealy side sleeper pillow pair

1302 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1303 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1304 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1305 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1306 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1307 +VAT `Mixed lot of pillows to include hotel grand 
feather and down, cooling and memory foam 
with one earthkind pillow

1308 +VAT Mixed lot to include Disney Frozen 
cushion, pink cushion, Life comfort body pillow & 
plush lion

1309 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1310 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1311 +VAT 2 boxed Brookestone heated throws

1312 +VAT 2 boxed Berkshire life heated throws

1313 +VAT 2 boxed Brookestone heated throws

1314 +VAT 2 Life comfort throws in black & white
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1315 +VAT 3 Life Comfort throws in beige and cream 
print

1316 +VAT Large Kirkland throw in cream

1317 +VAT Large life comfort throw in blue

1318 +VAT Large Kirkland throw in navy

1319 +VAT Floor runner rug in brown/beige/cream 
(size 2x6ft)

1320 +VAT 4 boxed Comfy original wearable blankets 
(2 pink, 2 blue)

1321 +VAT 4 boxed Comfy original wearable blankets 
(2 pink, 2 blue)

1322 +VAT 4 boxed Comfy original or Comfy dream 
wearable blankets (2 grey, 1 charcoal, 1 pink)

1323 +VAT 4 boxed Aroma Home long hot water 
bottles

1324 +VAT Mixed bag of bedding to include duvet 
sets, sheets, pillow cases ect.

1325 +VAT Mixed bag of bedding to include duvet 
sets, sheets, pillow cases ect.

1326 +VAT Mixed bag containing approx. 8 towels

1327 +VAT Mixed bag containing 2 heated throws (no 
plugs) and a quantity of white towels

1328 +VAT 3 unboxed heated throws (no plugs)

1329 +VAT 3 unboxed heated throws (no plugs)

1330 +VAT 3 unboxed heated throws (no plugs)

1331 +VAT Mon Chateau luxury collection area rug in 
brown

1332 +VAT Berkshire collection faux fur throw in grey

1333 +VAT 2 grey and white throws

1334 +VAT Bag containing kitchen tea towels by 
Kitched Aid and others

1335 +VAT 3 boxed and 1 unboxed Comfy original 
wearable blankets (3 blue 1 pink)

1336 +VAT Approx. 12 items of branded sportwear to 
include Champion, Puma, Under Armour, Jack 
Wills

1337 +VAT Approx. 20 items of ladies clothing to 
include tops, trousers ect.

1338 +VAT Approx. 18 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include t-shirts, jumpers ect.

1339 +VAT Approx. 15 items mens and womens 
clothing to include jeans, trousers ect.

1340 +VAT Approx. 10 mens coats, jackets or 
jumpers

1341 +VAT Approx. 18 items of ladies clothing to 
include leggings, sports bras

1342 +VAT 5 mens coats by 32 degrees heat

1343 +VAT 5 mens or womens coats, jackets or body 
warmers by Weatherproof, Jachs NY or 32 
degrees heat

1344 +VAT 8 ladies coats, jackets or body warmers 
by Andrew Marc, 32 degrees heat or 
weatherproof

1345 +VAT Approx. 20 items of ladies clothing to 
include tops, trousers ect.

1346 +VAT 3 mens Tommy Bahama bath robes 
together with mens Tommy Bahama loungewear

1347 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear and 
pyjama sets

1348 +VAT 5 adult Disney Mickey mouse one piece 
lounge suits

1349 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear, socks and bras

1350 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include t-shirts, jumpers, trousers ect.

1351 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear and 
pyjama sets

1352 +VAT 12 mens jackets by 32 degrees cool

1353 +VAT Approx. 20 mens trousers by Jachs NY

1354 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, jumpers, t-shirts ect

1355 +VAT Approx. 20 items of branded clothing to 
include Calvin Klein, Ted Baker, Replay, 
Wrangler ect

1356 +VAT Quantity of mens flannel shirts and long 
sleeve tops by Jachs NY

1357 +VAT Approx. 20 items of branded sportwear to 
include Nike, Adidas, Puma ect

1358 +VAT Fjall Raven jumper size M together with a 
Fjall Raven t-shirt size XL

1359 +VAT The North Face 1/4 zip fleece in black 
size M

1360 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1361 +VAT Quantity of Dreamland, brookestone and 
berkshire life heated throw plugs

1362 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1363 +VAT 2 boxed The Comfy Original wearable 
blankets (one in pink, one in blue)

1364 +VAT X5 Mens black Jachs New York coats.

1365 +VAT X5 Mens black Jachs New York coats.
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1366 +VAT Approx. 15 Men's Umbro quarter zip 
jackets.

1367 +VAT Approx. 20 Men's Umbro quarter zip 
jackets.

1368 Mixed boys and girls clothing. To include 
pyjamas, sleepers, shorts etc.

1369 Mixed girls and boys clothing. To include 
Joggers, hoodies, dresses, leggings etc.

1370 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
4.

1371 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
4.

1372 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
4.5.

1373 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
4.5.

1374 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1375 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1376 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1377 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1378 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1379 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1380 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1381 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.

1382 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.5

1383 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.5

1384 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.5

1385 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5.5

1386 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
6.

1387 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in navy. Size 
8.

1388 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in navy. Size 
7.5

1389 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
12

1390 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
8

1391 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
8

1392 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
8

1393 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
8

1394 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
8

1395 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in navy. Size 
8

1396 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in grey. Size 
5

1397 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers in black. Size 
4

1398 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in black. Size 11

1399 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in black. Size 10

1400 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in black. Size 9

1401 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in black. Size 9

1402 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in black. Size 9

1403 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in grey. Size 9

1404 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers arch comfort 
trainers in grey. Size 11

1405 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in black Size 10

1406 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1407 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1408 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1409 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1410 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1411 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9
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1412 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1413 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 9

1414 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 8

1415 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 8

1416 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 7

1417 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 7

1418 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 7

1419 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 7

1420 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 7

1421 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in grey Size 7

1422 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in taupe Size 9.5

1423 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in taupe Size 9.5

1424 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in taupe. Size 12

1425 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers memory foam 
trainers in black. Size 7

1426 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers go walk trainers in 
white. Size 8

1427 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers go walk trainers in 
white. Size 5

1428 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers go walk trainers in 
white. Size 5

1429 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers go walk trainers in 
navy. Size 5

1430 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers goga mat trainers 
in pink. Size 6

1431 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of ladies Kirkland shearling 
boots (1 brown & 1 grey). Both size 7.

1432 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of ladies Kirkland shearling 
boots (1 brown & 1 grey). Both size 8

1433 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of ladies Kirkland shearling 
boots both grey. Both size 7.

1434 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of ladies Kirkland shearling 
boots both grey. one size 5 & one size 6.

1435 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of mens Kirkland suede 
slippers ( one brown & one grey). Size 9

1436 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of mens Kirkland suede 
slippers ( both brown). Size 8

1437 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of mens Kirkland suede 
slippers ( one brown & one grey). Size 8

1438 +VAT 1 boxed pair of mens kirkland suede 
slippers ( brown size 12). Together with 1 boxed 
pair of ladies kirkland shearling slippers ( brown 
size 4).

1439 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of ladies kirkland shearling 
slippers. Both brown ( 1 size 5 & 1 size 6).

1440 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of Ladies isotoner pillow 
step slippers. All size 5-6.

1441 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of Ladies isotoner pillow 
step slippers. Mixed sizes.

1442 +VAT 6 boxed pairs of Men's Dearfoam memory 
foam slippers. Mixed sizes.

1443 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of womens & 1 boxed pair 
of mens dearfoam memory foam slippers. Mixed 
sizes.

1444 +VAT 1 boxed pair of O Neils flip flops size 10. 
Together with a boxed pair of 32 Degree Cool 
cushion sliders size 6-7.

1445 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of mens Kirkland suede 
slippers ( 1 grey & 1 brown). Both size 8.

1446 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of ladies Dearfoam slippers. 
Mixed sizes.

1447 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of mens Dearfoam slippers. 
3 size medium & 2 size large.

1448 +VAT A boxed pair of mens black Weatherproof 
boots. Size 9

1449 +VAT A boxed pair of mens black Weatherproof 
boots. Size 9

1450 +VAT A boxed pair of mens black Weatherproof 
boots. Size 10

1451 +VAT A boxed pair of mens black Weatherproof 
boots. Size 10

1452 +VAT A boxed pair of mens brown Weatherproof 
boots. Size 9

1453 +VAT A boxed pair of mens brown Weatherproof 
boots. Size 11

1454 +VAT A boxed pair of Weatherproof wellies in 
green. Size 5

1455 +VAT A boxed pair of DKNY slip on trainers. 
Size 8.
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1456 3 boxed pairs of childrens Kirkland shearling 
ankle boots. ( 1 chocolate & 2 chestnut). 
Chocolate- size 1 & both chestnuts size 4.

1457 2 boxed pairs of term footwear pink wellies. ( 1 
size 12/13 & 1 size 8/9) together with 2 boxed 
pairs of term kids school shoes ( 1 size 2 & 1 
size 13).

1458 A boxed pair of Skechers kids trainers in 
purple/pink. Size 1.

1459 Mixed bag of mens and womens shoes. To 
include Skechers, Weatherproof & Kirkland.

1460 mixed bag of mens and womens trainers. To 
include Skechers & Puma.

1461 Mixed bag of mens and womens slippers. To 
include Dearfoams & Totes.

1462 A boxed pair of Hunter wellies in pink. Size 3.

1463 A boxed pair of Fila trainers in pink. Size 5.5

1464 A boxed pair of Ted Baker trainers in white. Size 
8

1465 A boxed pair of Ted Baker trainers in brown. 
Size 8

1466 +VAT Approx 25. Womens Disney Minnie 
Mouse T-shirts.

1467 +VAT Approx 25. Womens Disney Minnie 
Mouse T-shirts.

1468 +VAT Approx 22. Womens Disney Minnie 
Mouse T-shirts.

1469 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Rolling Stones T-
shirts by Amplified.

1470 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Rolling Stones T-
shirts by Amplified.

1471 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Rolling Stones T-
shirts by Amplified.

1472 +VAT Approx 25. Womens David Bowie T-shirts 
by Amplified.

1473 +VAT Approx 10. Items of branded clothing. To 
include Under Armour, Levi & Adidas.

1474 +VAT 5 Womens coats, gillete and wrap.

1475 +VAT Approx 20. Items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include, trousers, shorts & T shirts 
etc.

1476 +VAT Bag containing loungewear, bath robe, 
underwear, socks, umbrellas etc.

1477 +VAT Approx 20. items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include trousers, jackets, jeans, 
jumpers etc.

1478 Mixed bag of children clothing to include T-
shirts, shorts and trousers.

1479 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1480 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1481 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1482 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1483 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1484 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1485 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1486 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1487 Approx. 20 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1488 Approx. 18 girls dresses by Jona Michelle

1489 +VAT Ladies DKNY coat in black. Size medium

1490 +VAT Mens Levi jacket in brown. Size XL

1491 Approx. 15 girls party dresses by Jona Michelle

1492 Approx. 15 girls party dresses by Jona Michelle

1493 Approx. 15 girls party dresses by Jona Michelle

1494 Approx. 15 girls party dresses by Jona Michelle

1495 +VAT Approx. 20 Mens Adidas red quarter zip 
jackets.

1496 +VAT 5 mens coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1497 +VAT 5 mens coats by 32 Degree Heat.

1498 +VAT Bag of mens mixed coats. ( 5 coats in 
total).

1499 +VAT Approx. 10 mens Ted Baker 1/4 zip 
jumpers

1500 +VAT Approx. 10 mens Ted Baker 1/4 zip 
jumpers

1501 +VAT Sony 65" 4K smart tv model XR-65X95L 
with remote control and stand

1502 +VAT Samsung 55" Oled TV model QE55S92 
CAT with stand and remote control

1503 +VAT LG 65" UHD smart tv model UR73006LA 
with stand and remote control

1504 +VAT Sony 55" 4K smart TV model KD-
55XH8196 witih remote control, no stand

1505 +VAT Samsung 50" Qled tv model 
QE50Q60CAU with remote control and stand

1506 +VAT TC: 65" 4K smart TV model 65C815K with 
2 x remote controls

1507 +VAT TCL 55" 4K smart TV model 55C720K 
with stand and remote control
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1508 +VAT LG 65" 4K smart TV model 65UP 
75006LF with stand and remote control

1509 +VAT Samsung 75" Crystal UHD4K smart TV 
model UE75CU7100K with stand and remote 
control

1510 Panasonic Viera TV 32" (model TX32X10B) with 
stand and remote control

1511 Bush 26" TV with stand and remote

1512 +VAT Panasonic TV sound bar with remote 
control

1513 Samsung sound bar

1514 Stanton turn table

1515 Technics AV control stereo receiver model SA-
6GX370

1516 +VAT Lauson vintage style turn table with built 
in speakers

1517 +VAT Pure Evoke spots DAB digital radio

1518 Saisho compact stereo system to include CD 
player, Twin cassette deck, graphic equaliser 
and amp with 2 speakers

1519 Dynamic sound HiFi system karaoke player

1520 +VAT 2 Invision monitor arms together with a 
monitor stand

1521 +VAT Google Nest video doorbell (battery 
version)

1522 +VAT Philips Respironics nebuliser compressor 
system

1523 +VAT Bag containing various electricals to 
include smart light bulbs, smart LED strip lights, 
Belkin plugs and charging cables, various 
adaptors, etc

1524 +VAT Qty of A4 and A3 printing paper

1525 Qty of car audio and alarm accessories to 
include pie car audio air link speakers, a Edge 
Street enclosed sub woofer and a Moss security 
alarm system

1526 +VAT Theragun elite smart therapy device 
massager

1527 Babyliss curl secret simplicity hair curler

1528 +VAT Panasonic hairdryer together with a 
Panasonic Nanu hair straighteners

1529 +VAT Tray containing a qty of Duracell and 
Kirkland batteries to include AA, AAA, etc

1530 Large collection of various Match Attacks 
collectors cards in binders, various years

1531 +VAT The Body Source Himalayan salt lamp

1532 +VAT Duracell lantern

1533 +VAT Brother label printer

1534 3 various watches to include a Orlando Giorgio 
in yellow metal and a Skmei model 1283 sport 
watch

1535 +VAT Pair of J-Lab Epic Air true wireless 
earbuds

1536 +VAT Pair of J-Lab epic air sport ear buds with 
charging case

1537 +VAT Pulse roll mini massage gun in case

1538 3 smart band watches together with 3 other 
watches

1539 +VAT 2 packs containing Match Attacks

1540 +VAT Deco wifi system

1541 2 fitness tracking watches

1542 +VAT Razor black shark V2 Pro wireless 
headset

1543 +VAT Razor wolverine V2 wide game controller 
for Xbox

1544 +VAT Razer Wolverine wired gaming controller

1545 +VAT Pair of Sony headphones model WH-
CH720N

1546 +VAT Pair of Sony headphones model WH-
CH720N

1547 +VAT Qty of Pokemon trainer boxes x 4 and a 
qty of various Pokemon tins

1548 +VAT 3 woven style storage baskets

1549 Qty of Brother and HP and other makes toner 
cartridges - please note some packs open

1550 +VAT 2 small digital scales

1551 +VAT Juice 8" sub woofer

1552 +VAT 3 various DVD players to include 2 
Amazon basic and a Panasonic

1553 +VAT Brother label printer model QL-600R

1554 +VAT Various massagers to include Invospa 
massagers, a Beper together with a wooden 
framed circular mirror

1555 Tray containing various camera lenses

1556 various camera lenses

1557 Bag containing various headphones to include 
hammer, J-lab etc

1558 +VAT Disney ready to play Christmas themed 
train set
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1559 Olivon T80 spotting scope with tripod and 2 x 
carry cases

1560 +VAT Unboxed Celestron Omni AZ 102 
telescope

1561 Pole Position scaletrix set together with a 
scaletrix lap counter

1562 Grand Prix scaletrix set

1563 Transformers scaletrix set

1564 Simpsons skateboard chase scaletrix set

1565 Olympus CK2 microscope set

1566 Pair of vision engineering universal binocular

1567 Westminster all in one music system vintage 
style built in 3 speed turn table DAB and FM 
Radio bluetooth, CD cassettee player, MP3, 
USB etc

1568 +VAT Casio tone digital keyboard with stand 
and headphones model CT-S195

1569 Fender Mustang V200W guitar speaker cabinet

1570 Crafter electro acoustic guitar

1572 Encore electric guitar in black

1573 2 Sound Lab cabinet loud speakers

1574 +VAT 5 One For All universal TV wall mounts 
sizes 13-65" together with qty of door aerials

1575 +VAT Modern TV stand

1576 +VAT HP Desk Jet printer model 4120E

1577 +VAT HP LaserJet printer M110we

1578 +VAT HP LaserJet printer model M110WE

1579 Tec stereo power amplifier 2x100W by SkyTech

1580 Custom KPM4060 60W RMS mixer amplifier

1581 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts

1582 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear / pyjamas

1584 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies 2 piece 
loungewear/pyjama sets by DKNY

1585 +VAT 10 Disney Mickey mouse or 101 
Dalmatians one piece lounge suits

1586 +VAT Wahl Dulux all in 1 hair cutting kit

1587 Cage containing various collectables to include 
Duchess Tranquility tea service, various blue 
and white patterned China, plated cutlery, trinket 
boxes etc

1588 +VAT Karaca Performer knife block set

1589 Black and aluminium collapsible table

1590 +VAT Minnie Mouse ride on airplane

1591 +VAT Box containing various toys and games to 
include Playmobil Country, Studio Creator, 
model car, various books, Aqua inflatable game 
centre etc

1592 2 crates of various LP's and 7" vinyl to include 
Pink Floyd, Bross, Status Quo, Bowie etc

1593 Box containing qty of Wild Republic unicorn 
plushies

1594 Box containing qty of Wild Republic Dinosaur 
plushies

1595 Bag containing qty of pre-owned football 
scarves, wallets etc together with football 
programs and mirror

1596 Collection of vintage toys and games to include 
spinning top, Pinball, Dominoes, Stuffed Dog 
and others

1597 +VAT Addis compost caddy, set of 3 Prestige 
baking trays, vacuum thermo bottle, set of 3 
kitchen jugs, KitchenCraft Sloe Gin bottle, 
combination salt & pepper mill etc.

1598 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym 
Shark, Lulu Lemon, Nike, etc

1599 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, 
Never Fully Dressed, Urban Outiftters, etc

1600 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

1601 Edwardian mahogany inlaid drop side circular 
table

1602 Small low level mahogany occasional table

1603 Mahogany writing desk in castors with tan 
leather inlaid writing surface

1604 Pair of floral upholstered armchairs on 
decorative wooden frame

1605 Nesting pair of hardwood occasional tables 
together with 2 matching plant stands

1606 Modern pine chest of 4 drawers

1607 Modern pine open fronted deep bookcase

1608 Modern hardwood nest of 3 coffee tables

1609 Victorian mahogany single drawer work table on 
stand

1610 Modern light oak extending dining table top

1611 Modern light oak trestle type table and 2 
matching benches

1612 Brass inlaid hardwood occasional table together 
with small wooden stool
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1613 Modern white dining table on black metal U-
shaped supports with 2 matching benches

1614 Set of folding mahogany library steps with brass 
inlay

1615 Dark oak old charm style dresser

1616 Double door mahogany wardrobe with single 
drawer base

1617 Edwardian mahogany single drawer compactum 
with 3 drawers below

1618 Dark oak coffee table

1619 Circular black and brass finish glass top dining 
table with 3 matching chairs

1620 Modern light oak open fronted book case with 2 
drawers to base

1621 Woolen Shiraz rug on red ground with geometric 
motifs

1622 Persian Hamadan figured and bored rug size 
198cm x 150cm

1623 Handmade Persian Hamadan figured and 
bordered rug size 223cm x 122cm

1624 Turkman rug figured and bordered on red and 
beige ground size 190cm x 109cm

1625 Woolen Persian Yalameh figured and bordered 
rug size 200cm x 106cm

1626 Persian tribal Leri figured and bordered rug on 
dark red ground size 233cm x 158cm

1627 Figured and bordered tribal runner

1628 Modern black metal double bed frame

1629 Double divan bed base

1630 Modern pair of limed wood finish 3 drawer 
bedsides

1631 Modern white wardrobe with open fronted 
section and 2 drawers to base together with 
matching 3 drawer bedside

1632 Beige button back leather upholstered reclining 
easy chair

1633 Metal framed single bed with mattress

1634 Modern pair of folding black metal Habitat side 
tables

1635 Modern woven brown and beige hall runner

1636 Single Posturepedic bonanza by Sealy single 
bed on castors with blue upholstered headboard

1637 Collection of black and white prints including 
various African animals

1638 Collection of 5 large framed tapestries

1639 Gilt framed over mantle mirror

1640 Large gilt framed and beveled rectangular wall 
mirror

1641 Ornate gilt framed wall mirror

1642 2 oval gilt framed and beveled wall mirrors

1643 Rectangular gilt framed and beveled wall mirror

1644 Collection of Galoob and Cannell produced A 
Team models including Talking Mr T

1645 Collection of various toys from The Action Force 
International Heroes series

1646 2 shelves of play worn Diecast vehicles

1647 Parcel of silver including 2 sets of cased napkin 
rings, pocket knife, sets of teaspoons, 
Christening cup, other cutlery and flatware, 
together with 1935 Royal Jubilee 
commemorative medal

1648 Collection of toys including truck, Jeep, pickup 
truck, motorcycle and Go-Kart together with 
further shelf of toys produced by Kenner

1649 2 shelves of painted lead soldiers with various 
parts and accessories, canon, gun carriage, and 
2 native American figures together with various 
models of solders on horseback, French Husser 
and more

1650 5 piece Damascus steel blade knife set in 
wooden case

1651 Wooden 2 drawer trinket box together with 
various ornaments, decorative cups and plates 
and Royal Worcester clock

1652 Plastic crate containing various vintage bicycle 
accessories and magazines

1653 Cased picnic hamper

1654 Woven basket together with large metal cooking 
pot

1655 2 boxes containing qty of cigarette cards - some 
loose, some in albums

1656 2 metal ammunition crates together with pair of 
binoculars by Dixon & Hempenstall 7x50 and 
cased universal voltmeter

1657 3 packs of Kirkland nappies size 2

1658 Leather case containing qty of various road 
maps with various posters of Stags and qty of 
railway track

1659 His Master's Voice record player

1660 Crate containing qty of Ocaldo ready mixed 
paint
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1661 Crate containing qty of Ocaldo ready mixed 
paint

1662 Box containing qty of Royal Commemorative 
mugs, plates, newspapers, magazines etc

1663 Kit'N'Caboodle A4 die cutting and embossing 
machine

1664 Woven sewing type box containing various 
sewing accessories to include buttons, cottons 
etc

1665 Box containing various rolls of double sided tape

1666 Tub containing various vintage games to include 
Black Box, Royale Mastermind, 2 Lane Road 
Race etc

1667 Crate containing qty of toilet brushes

1668 Crate containing qty of toilet brushes

1669 Box containing qty of Titanic model magazines

1670 Crate containing various cut glass drinking 
glasses

1671 2 boxes containing qty of jigsaw puzzles

1672 +VAT Small stack of storage boxes and various 
washing up bowls

1673 Imperial 58 typewriter

1674 Collection of Spink teacup collections with 
display case

1675 Vintage style Singer sewing machine with case

1676 Crate containing various dolls, ET plush, white 
metal serving set, teapot etc

1677 Crate containing various vinyl LP's to include 
mainly classical vinyl's

1678 Box containing various vinyl LP's to include Rick 
Wakeman, Cooley's, David Bowie, Eagles etc

1679 Crate containing various pre-loved toys and 
comics to include Subbuteo, Corgi Diecast, DC 
comics etc

1680 Box containing various vinyl LP's to include 
Manny B, Everything But The Girl, UB40 etc 
together with small tub of 7" to include Echo and 
the Bunnymen etc

1681 Box containing various clocks and barometers

1682 Box containing various jugs to include Scotch 
Whiskey, Teacher's Highland Cream Whiskey 
and other decorative jugs

1683 4 boxes containing various books to include The 
Works of William Shakespeare, various 
biographies together with other modern and 
vintage type books

1684 Qty of various DVD's to include Game of 
Thrones, Hunger Games and others

1685 Cage containing 2 pairs of binoculars with cases 
to include prinzlux extra light 7x50 and Hans 
Weiss 8 x 30 field 7.5 binoculars

1686 Bag and tub containing various DVD's to include 
Gone with the Wind and others together with 
small selection of CD's

1687 4 boxes containing various yellow metal light 
hangings, lamps, various brassware to include 
fire companion set, glassware and coloured 
glass etc

1688 Japan triple hardened steel knife set in case

1689 Japan triple hardened steel knife set in case

1690 Japan triple hardened steel knife set in case

1691 Japan triple hardened steel knife set in case

1692 Damascus style knife set in wooden case

1693 +VAT Viners cutlery set

1695 Cage containing various DC comics to include 
the Trials of Shazam, Captain Victory and others

1696 Cage containing various collectables to include 
Royal Worcester decorative magpie plate, Royal 
Doulton Grantham plate, Ainsley mug, various 
blue China marked Woods & Sons, England and 
large bowl marked Woods Burslam, England

1697 +VAT Cage containing various beauty products 
to include Smile Science, Gillette razors, Ainsley 
jewellery etc

1698 Cage containing Ainsley jewellery in box 
together with Franklin Mint clover in box

1699 Cage containing various cut glasses, decanters, 
plates etc

1700 +VAT Floral stand centerpiece, 6 brass cabinet 
drawer knobs, tape, candles, tealights, hole 
puncher, A4 clear punch pockets, door stops, 
blu tack etc

1701 +VAT Over the door hanger organiser with 2 
mesh baskets, adjustable clothes folding board, 
door weight, wireless laser barcode scanner, 
wireless presenter with red laser, 2 cable tidy 
units, broom holder etc

1702 +VAT Stainless steel container, bumble bee tea 
storage jar, 2 Olympia vacuum jugs, Pyrex 1 pint 
glass jug, kitchen scales, digital thermometers 
etc

1703 +VAT Warming neck stretcher, surgical face 
masks, various supports and braces, bandages, 
pulse oximeter etc
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1704 +VAT Cable tidy box, super 3D pen, aroma 
diffuser, mechanical luggage scales, craft items, 
magnetic door curtains, tealights etc

1705 +VAT Wooden wall mounted spice rack, set of 3 
cake decorated tins, ice bucket, Pyrex jug, Kilner 
small fresh storage container, digital scales, 
stainless steel baking tray etc

1706 +VAT Bathroom scales, toddler travel potty, 
automatic soap dispenser, toilet roll holder, 
waste paper bin etc

1707 +VAT Wash basket, expanding drawer dividers, 
photo frame, storage basket, retractable clothes 
line, curtain tie backs etc

1708 +VAT Selection of household phones to include 
Vtech cordless phone, BT Panasonic Giga set 
etc

1709 +VAT Knee compression sleeves, water proof 
dressing covers, disposable syringes, training 
wedge, various supports and braces, plasters 
etc

1710 +VAT Entina Tina 2 3D printer together with 
Jayo 3D uniform diameter tolerance 0.02mm 
printing filament and Sunlu uniform diameter 
tolerance 0.02mm 3D printing filament

1711 +VAT 2kg tub of all in one protein powder by 
Ultimate Sports Nutrition together with a 2.73kg 
tub of vanilla flavoured protein powder for 
muscle building and weight gain plus a small 
408g tub of C4 original pre-workout fruit punch 
flavour food supplement

1712 +VAT 5.4kg bag of Reflex instant mass 
chocolate peanut butter protein powder, 1kg bag 
of Bulk pure vanilla whey protein powder plus a 
C4 original fruit punch flavoured pre workout 
food supplement

1713 +VAT Bag of various ink cartridges including 
HP, Canon, Brother etc

1714 +VAT Bag containing vaping products to include 
coils, cartridges, pods and vapes by brands 
such as Smok, Voopoo, Aspire

1715 +VAT Bag containing vaping products to include 
coils, cartridges, pods and vapes by brands 
such as Smok, Voopoo, Aspire

1716 +VAT Bag containing vaping products to include 
coils, cartridges, pods and vapes by brands 
such as Smok, Voopoo, Aspire

1717 +VAT Bag of mobile phone accessories to 
include pop sockets, charging cables, plugs, 
screen protectors, tablet cases, tablet protectors 
etc

1718 +VAT Bag containing various power banks to 
include Belkin, Kirsdonia, Nitecore, Juice, iWalk 
etc

1719 +VAT Bag of office equipment to include a rotary 
trimmer, Dymo label maker, notepads, tape gun 
etc

1720 +VAT Selection of office equipment to include a 
hand labeler, A4 lined paper, Sellotape 
dispenser, scientific calculator, folders, 
notepads, pens etc

1721 +VAT Selection of office items to include 20 S 
files, dotted notebook, folders, weekly planner, 
Dymo embosser, Expert mouse wireless track 
ball, storage boxes, pens, rubber bands etc

1722 +VAT Selection of arts and craft items to include 
hexagonal boxes, paint sticks, fabric markers, 
log rings, pencil case, small notebooks etc

1723 +VAT Selection of office items to include A4 
Xerox paper, A4 thermal laminator, acrylic card 
holder, wireless presenter, pens, folders etc

1724 +VAT Selection of mobile phone accessories to 
include phone cases, charging cables, screen 
protectors, phone holders, tablet cases and 
screen protectors etc

1725 +VAT Kitchenware's to include pre seasoned 
cast iron skillet 10.25" in box, multifunctional 
coffee mug holder, 6 white gravy jugs etc

1726 +VAT Bag of health and wellbeing items to 
include Slimfast, Pregnacare, Wellkid soft jelly 
pastilles, Dextro energy drinks etc

1727 +VAT Kitchenware's to include Joseph Joseph 
mill top salt and pepper mills, Clean Eating small 
salad spinner, small decor glass delux kids 
lunch box, Mason Cash pet bowl etc

1728 +VAT Selection of house phones to include BT, 
Panasonic, and Yealink etc

1729 +VAT Items to include Gillette Labs exfoliating 
bar razor with travel piece 2x, Gillette Labs razor 
black and gold edition 2x, 16 packs of 8 Gillette 
razor heads, 3 King C Gillette double edge 
safety razors etc

1730 +VAT Qty of health and wellbeing items to 
include plasters, support bands, sleep masks, 
hot and cold packs etc

1731 +VAT Guzzini set of 6 espresso cups and 
saucers, boxed

1732 +VAT Cast iron pan with wooden lid, boxed

1733 +VAT Cast iron pan with wooden lid, boxed

1734 +VAT Cast iron pan with wooden lid, boxed
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1735 +VAT Joseph Joseph set of 4 colour coded 
chopping boards with stainless steel case, 
together with a boxed expandable cutlery drawer 
organiser and 2 loose draining dish racks

1736 +VAT Morphy Richards, stainless steel bread 
bin, boxed, together with a 3 piece kitchen 
canister and a Kitchen Craft granite mortar and 
pestle

1737 +VAT Britta 2.4L water filter jug, boxed

1738 +VAT Britta 2.4L water filter jug, boxed

1739 +VAT Britta, Maxtra Plus 15 water filters

1740 +VAT Aquaphor Onyx 4.2L water filter jug, 
boxed

1741 +VAT Prestige 4L. aluminium pressure cooker, 
together with a various Ibili cookware to include 
saucepans and lids and a metal colander

1742 +VAT Unboxed green bread bin together with 
aluminium cake tin and boxed 6 piece Lima wine 
glass set by Chef & Sommelier

1743 +VAT Boxed Pifco 1.7L black kettle and 
unboxed Chef'N salad spinner and vegetable 
steamer set together with metal fruit basket by 
Premier and unboxed utensil drawer organiser

1744 +VAT Milton cold water steriliser together with 3 
unboxed Brabantia white window kitchen 
canisters

1745 +VAT Set of Tower saucepans and lids together 
with matching stockpot and Mason Cash salad 
bowl

1746 +VAT Boxed 16 piece dinnerware set

1747 +VAT Boxed BergHOFF X5 Pro handheld food 
processor

1748 +VAT Boxed Braun multi quick 9 food processor

1749 +VAT Boxed InstantPot duo crisp multi cooker 
and air fryer

1750 +VAT Boxed InstantPot duo crisp multi cooker 
and air fryer

1751 +VAT Boxed InstantPot duo crisp multi cooker 
and air fryer

1752 +VAT Unboxed Tefal Oleoclean Inox & Design 
deep fryer

1753 +VAT Boxed Tefal Oleoclean Inox & Design 
deep fryer

1754 +VAT Boxed Tefal Oleoclean Pro deep fryer

1755 +VAT Boxed Nespresso Citiz & Milk Magimix

1756 +VAT Boxed Tassimo My Way 2 together with 
boxed Dualit Intense espresso 120 piece 
Nespresso compatible capsules

1757 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Dynamica coffee 
machine

1758 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Magnifa Evo coffee 
machine

1759 +VAT Boxed DeLonghi Magnifa Evo coffee 
machine

1760 +VAT Waterpik water flosser together with Mesa 
double walled mugs

1761 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine unboxed

1762 +VAT Unboxed Sabatier expandable dish rack 
together with Cafe Express plastic containers 
and lids

1763 +VAT Qty of cookware to include set of 
Tramontina pans, Tramontina sieves and 2 
further Oxo pans

1764 +VAT Qty of cookware by Kirkland Signature to 
include saucepans and lids, and pots and lids

1765 +VAT Qty of cookware by Circulon to include 
saucepans and lids, and pots and lids

1766 +VAT Reduce 2 piece vacuum insulated mug 
set together with further mug and 1 Kambukka 
insulated mug

1767 +VAT Kenwood MultiPro food processor with 
accessories, unboxed

1768 +VAT Boxed Britta XL 3.6L water filter jug, 
together with an unboxed jug

1769 +VAT Water Pik water flosser, boxed

1770 +VAT Water Pik water flosser, boxed

1771 +VAT Quantity of homeware items to include 2 
boxed 10 piece bowl sets, Luigi Bormioli 4 piece 
crystal glass gin and tonic set and 3 loose mugs

1772 +VAT Pair of Russell Hobbs mini fridges, 
unboxed

1773 +VAT Tefal Every Day induction hob, boxed

1774 +VAT Tefal Every Day induction hob, boxed

1775 +VAT Kilner, glass clip top drink 8L dispenser, 
boxed

1776 +VAT Le Creuset enameled cast iron casserole 
dish in black, boxed

1777 +VAT Swan 4 slice toaster, boxed, together with 
a boxed Tower Rose Gold Edition 3 piece 
canister set
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1778 +VAT Cosori electric glass kettle, boxed, 
together with a boxed Yolife teaser

1779 +VAT Olympia Pump Action Airpot

1780 +VAT Olympia Pump Action Airpot

1781 +VAT Olympia Pump Action Airpot

1782 +VAT Kitchen Perfected 0.8L. automatic rice 
cooked, boxed, together with an unboxed 
Chafing dish set

1783 +VAT Lewis's 8-in1 Ultra Blender, boxed 
together with a boxed Oxo Good Grips salad 
spinner

1784 Tefal raclette grill, boxed

1785 +VAT American Tourister blue suitcase

1786 +VAT American Tourister orange suitcase

1787 +VAT American Tourister orange suitcase

1788 +VAT American Tourister orange suitcase

1789 +VAT American Tourister turquoise suitcase

1790 +VAT American Tourister black suitcase

1791 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece black luggage set

1792 +VAT Samsonite blue suitcase

1793 +VAT Jole black stroller, unboxed

1794 +VAT Pallet of second hand bedding

1795 +VAT Pallet of second hand clothing

1796 +VAT Pallet of odd and second hand shoes

1797 +VAT Pallet of boxed and unboxed Gourmia air 
fryers

1798 +VAT 4 ladies coats by 32 degrees heat

1799 Shelf containing various commemorative medals 
to include Coronation of King George and 
Queen Elizabeth 1937, Coronation of King 
Edward 12th May 1937, 2 medals relating to 
Royal Antediluvian Order of the Buffaloes and 
various others

1800 Moorecroft plate in orchid pattern - signature on 
back 
£60-100

1801 Various vintage style clothing to include elbow 
length evening gloves, small brown leather 
clutch bag with strap

1802 Gilt framed oil on canvas bridge over water 
signed on bottom right

1803 Framed and glazed sailing related items such as 
knots, accessories etc

2001 Grey aluminium 7 piece outdoor garden dining 
set comprising rectangular glass topped table 
with set of 6 matching garden armchairs

2002 Set of 4 brown rattan garden armchairs each 
with matching beige cushions

2003 Set of 4 brown rattan garden armchairs

2004 Black aluminium 6 piece outdoor garden dining 
set comprising rectangular glass topped table 
together with set of 4 matching mesh garden 
armchairs and black wind up garden parasol

2005 Pair of teak garden armchairs with matching 
green cushions

2006 Green rope effect 4 piece outdoor garden 
seating set comprising 2 seater sofa with 2 
matching armchairs and glass topped coffee 
table

2007 Pink rope effect 3 piece garden bistro set 
comprising 2 armchairs and matching glass top 
coffee table

2008 2 various wooden framed garden chairs each 
with bamboo style inserts

2009 Black and beige rattan 2 seater bench

2010 +VAT Grey metal mesh garden table

2011 Wooden slatted picnic bench

2012 Wooden slatted picnic bench

2013 Black and beige tilt top wind up garden parasol

2014 Black and beige tilt top wind up garden parasol

2015 Boxed Keter go bar

2016 Decorative terracotta chimney topper

2017 2 black garden parasol umbrella stands

2018 Black and beige rope effect 4 piece garden 
outdoor seating set comprising 2 seater sofa, 2 
armchairs and glass topped coffee table

2019 2 garden table covers

2020 +VAT 2 outdoor integrated LED decorative ball 
shrub lights together with a set of LED battery 
powered string lights

2021 White wooden slatted 2 seater garden bench

2022 Circular hanging tree swing seat

2023 4 piece cane conservatory suite comprising 2 
seater sofa together with 2 matching armchairs 
each with blue checkered cushions and small 
circular matching coffee table

2024 Teak wooden slatted extendable garden dining 
table
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2025 Decorative outdoor 3 piece garden bistro set 
comprising circular mosaic style topped garden 
table together with 2 matching armchairs each 
with beige cushions

2026 Large bronze coloured outdoor wind spinner

2027 Black rope effect 4 piece outdoor garden seating 
set comprising 2 seater sofa along with 2 
armchairs each with matching light grey 
cushions and matching coffee table

2028 Oak metal banded whiskey barrel

2029 Oak metal banded whiskey barrel

2030 Grey aluminium sun lounger with distressed 
style cushion

2031 +VAT Boxed Grill Chef Grill Wagen wagon BBQ 
with Landmann premium BBQ cover and some 
BBQ utensils

2032 240v trickling outdoor water feature in form of 
whale

2033 White potted ornamental rhododendron

2034 White potted ornamental rhododendron

2035 White potted ornamental rhododendron

2036 White potted ornamental rhododendron

2037 2 potted aquilegias

2038 2 potted aquilegias

2039 +VAT Potted Snow Queen climbing rose

2040 +VAT Potted Red Queen climbing rose

2041 +VAT Potted climbing hydrangea

2042 +VAT Potted climbing hydrangea

2043 +VAT Large potted boxed ball shrub

2044 +VAT Potted Fatsia

2045 +VAT Potted Fatsia

2046 +VAT Potted Hakuro.Nishiki Salix

2047 +VAT Potted Hakuro.Nishiki Salix

2048 +VAT Potted climbing fuchsia on trellis

2049 +VAT Potted climbing fuchsia on trellis

2050 +VAT Potted Jasmine Polyanthum

2051 +VAT Potted Jasmine Polyanthum

2052 Tray containing 12 potted Swing Time Fuchsias

2053 Tray containing 12 potted mixed fuchsias

2054 Tray containing 12 potted mixed fuchsias

2055 +VAT Potted cytisus

2056 +VAT Potted cytisus

2057 5 trays containing qty of compact white lobelia

2058 5 trays containing qty of compact white lobelia

2059 +VAT Large potted variegated concha 
ceanothus

2060 +VAT Large potted variegated concha 
ceanothus

2061 +VAT Large potted variegated concha 
ceanothus

2062 +VAT Large potted variegated concha 
ceanothus

2063 +VAT Large potted variegated concha 
ceanothus

2064 +VAT Large potted variegated concha 
ceanothus

2065 +VAT Large potted leucothoe scarletta

2066 +VAT Large potted leucothoe scarletta

2067 +VAT Large phoenix robelenii palm

2068 +VAT Potted Hakuro.Nishiki Salix tree

2069 3 potted Pretty Women lilies

2070 3 potted Pretty Women lilies

2071 +VAT Potted variegated abutilon kentish belle

2072 +VAT Potted variegated abutilon kentish belle

2073 +VAT Potted bougainvillea

2074 +VAT Potted bougainvillea

2075 Large potted hazelnut

2076 Large potted opulus viburnum

2077 +VAT Potted skywalk Passiflora

2078 +VAT Potted skywalk Passiflora

2079 +VAT Large potted dahlia

2080 +VAT Large potted dahlia

2081 Tray containing 10 pots of trailing begonias

2082 Tray containing 10 pots of trailing begonias

2083 Large potted red champion azalea

2084 Large potted red champion azalea

2085 Large potted white flowering azalea

2086 +VAT Large potted pink hydrangea

2087 +VAT Large potted pink hydrangea

2088 +VAT Large potted pink hydrangea

2089 +VAT Large potted pink hydrangea
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2090 +VAT Potted white flowering deutzia

2091 +VAT Potted white flowering deutzia

2092 +VAT Potted pink flowering cala lily

2093 +VAT Potted yellow flowering cala lily

2094 +VAT Potted pineapple ananas elym plant

2095 +VAT Potted pineapple ananas elym plant

2096 +VAT Potted banana tree

2097 +VAT Potted banana tree

2098 Large potted bleeding heart

2099 Large potted bleeding heart

2100 Potted albus turessom

2101 +VAT Potted very exotic freesia

2102 +VAT Potted very exotic freesia

2103 +VAT Pair of potted daphne

2104 +VAT Large potted rosmamis pastratis

2105 Pair of concrete figurines of boy holding flowers 
kissing girl

2106 2 concrete angels

2107 Concrete figurine of mermaid sitting on rock

2108 Pair of brown stained wooden planters

2109 Pair of 180cm x 90cm expanding willow fan 
trellis panels

2110 Pair of 180cm x 90cm expanding willow fan 
trellis panels

2111 Pair of 180cm x 90cm expanding willow fan 
trellis panels

2112 Pair of 180cm x 90cm expanding willow fan 
trellis panels

2113 Pair of 180cm x 90cm expanding willow fan 
trellis panels

2114 Aqua blue 2.5m wind up garden parasol

2115 Aqua blue 2.5m wind up garden parasol

2116 Concrete figurine of armless woman in robe

2117 Concrete figurine of water boy on plinth together 
with 2 concrete cats and concrete elephant

2118 Large galvanised tank together with galvanised 
twin handled tub, galvanised jug, galvanised 
mop bucket and 2 vintage wooden fruit crates

2119 3 trays of snowball onions

2120 3 trays of sturom onions

2121 Tray containing 15 pots of strawberry plants

2122 Tray containing 15 pots of strawberry plants

2123 3 trays of Kingsland garlic

2124 3 trays of Kingsland garlic

2125 3 trays of Kingsland garlic

2126 Large tray of beetroot

2127 1 tray of mixed tomato plants to include varieties 
such as cherry and money maker

2128 1 tray of mixed tomato plants to include varieties 
such as cherry and money maker

2129 1 tray of mixed tomato plants to include varieties 
such as golden sunrise and money maker

2130 1 tray of mixed tomato plants to include varieties 
such as roma, golden sunrise and money maker

2131 Tray containing 6 courgette plants

2132 Tray containing 6 cucumber plants

2133 Potted super fruit thornless blackberry bush

2134 Potted super fruit thornless blackberry bush

2135 Golden Glow apricot fruit tree

2136 Red Devil apple fruit tree

2137 Brown Turkey fig fruit tree

2138 Pair of potted red currant fruit trees

2139 Pair of potted red currant fruit trees

2140 3 potted black currant fruit bushes

2141 3 potted black currant fruit bushes

2142 3 potted gooseberry fruit bushes

2143 3 potted gooseberry fruit bushes

2144 Tray containing 15 pots of Cambridge Favourite 
strawberry plants

2145 Tray containing 15 pots of Cambridge Favourite 
strawberry plants

2146 Tray containing 15 pots of Cambridge Favourite 
strawberry plants

2147 2 trays of courgette plants

2148 2 trays of courgette plants

2149 Tray containing 9 pots of Garden Delight tomato 
plants

2150 Tray containing 9 pots of Garden Delight tomato 
plants

2151 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed variety tomato 
plants

2152 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed variety tomato 
plants
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2153 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed variety tomato 
plants

2154 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed variety tomato 
plants

2155 Tray containing 15 pots of curly leaf parsley

2156 3 trays of beans

2157 Tray containing 14 pots of Garden Delight 
tomato plants

2158 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2159 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2160 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2161 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2164 4 tomato plant support frames (1.5 x 0.3m.)

2165 4 tomato plant support frames (1.5 x 0.3m.)

2166 4 tomato plant support frames (1.5 x 0.3m.)

2167 4 tomato plant support frames (1.5 x 0.3m.)

2168 4 tomato plant support frames (1.5 x 0.3m.)

2169 4 tomato plant support frames (1.5 x 0.3m.)

2170 Flat pack 3 tier garden grow house

2171 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2172 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2173 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2174 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2175 +VAT Quantity of LED vintage garden sting light 
sets

2176 10 brown rattan effect hanging baskets, 35cm 
(14")

2177 10 brown rattan effect hanging baskets, 35cm 
(14")

2178 10 brown rattan effect hanging baskets, 35cm 
(14")

2179 10 brown rattan effect hanging baskets, 35cm 
(14")

2180 An assortment of decorative garden items to 
include weathered metal bird bath, pair of metal 
free standing stalks, metalwork twin bowl 
sausage, watering can, watering hose etc.

2181 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of mixed 
Hozelock branded items to include hose guns, 
hose attachments etc.

2182 +VAT 9 Gardena AquaS oscillating sprinklers

2183 +VAT Large quantity of Luceco branded garden 
lighting, to include LED floodlights, LED coach 
lantern, solar fence post lights etc.

2184 2 boxed dog and puppy weathervanes

2185 2 boxed dog and puppy weathervanes

2186 2 boxed cat and mouse weathervanes

2187 2 boxed cat and mouse weathervanes

2188 +VAT Titan hose on reel, together with a spare 
hose

2189 Box containing 10 x 12in. green hanging basket 
brackets

2190 12 x 40cm black wire baskets with interrated 
liner

2191 12 x 40cm black wire baskets with interrated 
liner

2192 20L. Pyrex demijohn, together with 2 x 5L. 
demijohns

2193 Box containing a large quantity of gazebo side 
curtains and covers

2194 +VAT 6 BG weatherproof storm double-switch 
outdoor sockets, together with a BG outdoor 
junction box

2195 2 weathered metal garden wall clocks together 
with a wrought iron Christmas tree stand

2196 Box containing 12 rolls of Verve 50m. 
galvanised wire

2197 6 x 500gr, boxes of J. Arthur Bowers shady lawn 
seed

2198 +VAT Titan wall mounted garden hose (no 
fixings)

2199 +VAT 2 Titan 25m. hose reel sets

2200 +VAT Gardena 30m. wall mounted hose reel, 
boxed

2201 +VAT Bag containing 8 LAP LED twin PIR 
floodlights

2202 3 boxes containing approx. 20 garden grow 
plant support mesh

2203 3 boxes containing approx. 20 garden grow 
plant support mesh

2204 4 boxes of Arcan mouse bait (12 in each box)

2205 +VAT 2 Titan spiral hose coil kits

2206 Quantity of outdoor garden tools

2207 Medium sized black collapsible dog crate
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2208 Cast iron boot scrape in the form of a sausage 
dog, together with a concrete pig and a concrete 
spaniel

2209 Flat pack wooden raised garden bed

2210 Bundle of 48 x 90cm. garden stakes

2211 Bundle of 48 x 90cm. garden stakes

2212 Bundle of 48 x 90cm. garden stakes

2213 Bundle of 48 x 90cm. garden stakes

2214 2 boxes containing 4 packs of 8 plastic 
cylindrical garden edging in dark brown

2215 +VAT Approximately 13 various style pressure 
sprayers

2216 6 Ede & Bloom Verdigris ball wind spinners

2217 Box containing 12 multi spiral plant supports

2218 Box containing 5 pairs of Kent & Stowe green 
traditional half length wellington boots (size UK 
4)

2219 Galvanised incinerator

2220 2 rhubarb plants

2221 Ash handle garden scythe

2222 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2223 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2224 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2225 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2226 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2227 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2228 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2229 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2230 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2231 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2232 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2233 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2234 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2235 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2236 +VAT 6 solar garden lanterns, boxed

2237 Weeping Salix tree

2238 Potted Blue Moon hybrid tea rose

2239 Potted Fragrant Delight floribunda rose

2240 Potted Fragrant Delight floribunda rose

2241 Potted Rosa hybrid tea rose

2242 Potter Silver Wedding hybrid tea rose

2243 Potted Mary Berry hybrid tea rose

2244 Potter Montana Var Rubens climbing clematis

2245 Potter Montana Var Rubens climbing clematis

2246 Potter Montana Var Rubens climbing clematis

2247 Potter Warsaw NIke climbing clematis

2248 Potted Triternata climbing clematis

2249 Potter Doctor Ruppel climbing clematis

2250 Potted pink flowering Azalea Japonica

2251 Potted pink flowering Azalea Japonica

2252 Potted pink flowering Azalea Japonica

2253 3 potted Peace Lily planters

2254 Pair of pre-planted hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

2255 Pair of pre-planted hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

2256 Pair of pre-planted hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

2257 +VAT Potted Celosia

2258 +VAT Potted Celosia

2259 3 trays of blue compact lobelia

2260 3 trays of white trailing lobelia

2261 3 trays of mixed trailing lobelia

2262 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed surfinia

2263 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed surfinia

2264 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed surfinia

2265 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed plants to 
include lobelia, brazen, helichrysum

2266 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed plants to 
include lobelia, brazen, helichrysum

2267 Tray containing 15 pots of mixed plants to 
include lobelia, brazen, helichrysum

2268 5 trays of pansies

2269 4 trays of pansies

2270 Tray containing 8 pots of perennial plants to 
include lupins, delphiniums etc.

2271 Tray containing 8 pots of perennial plants to 
include lupins, delphiniums etc.

2272 Tray containing 8 pots of perennial plants to 
include lupins, delphiniums etc.
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2273 Tray containing 8 pots of perennial plants to 
include lupins, delphiniums etc.

2274 Tray containing 8 pots of Non Stop begonia

2275 Tray containing 8 pots of Non Stop begonia

2276 Tray containing 8 pots of Non Stop begonia

2277 Tray containing 8 pots of Non Stop begonia

2278 Tray containing 8 pots of Non Stop begonia

2279 Tray containing 11 pots of pansies

2280 Pair of potted pink paeonia

2281 Pair of potted pink paeonia

2282 Potted Atropurpureum Acer

2283 Potted Atropurpureum Acer

2284 Potted Emerald Lace Acer

2285 Potted Emerald Lace Acer

2286 Pair of potted Knight of Passion French lavender

2287 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2288 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2289 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2290 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2291 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2292 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2293 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2294 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2295 Potted Nancy Evans yellow flowering 
rhododendron

2296 Pair of potted Flaming Silver Pieris

2297 Pair of potted Flaming Silver Pieris

2298 Pair of potted Flaming Silver Pieris

2299 Pair of pre-planted hanging baskets of mixed 
plants

2300 Pair of pre-planted hanging baskets of mixed 
plants

2301 Tray containing 9 pots of white Gulliver Bacopa

2302 Tray containing 9 pots of white Gulliver Bacopa

2303 Tray containing 9 pots of white Gulliver Bacopa

2304 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed petunia

2305 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed petunia

2306 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed petunia

2307 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed Surfinia plants

2308 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed Surfinia plants

2309 Tray containing 8 pots pink flowering heather

2310 Tray containing 8 pots pink flowering heather

2311 6 potted lupins

2312 6 potted lupins

2313 6 potted lupins

2314 4 large potted bleeding hearts

2315 3 large potted bleeding hearts

2316 Large potted pink and white flower 
rhododendron

2317 Large potted pink and white flower 
rhododendron

2318 Pair of conifer planters

2319 Tray containing 9 pots of broad beans

2320 Tray containing 9 pots of broad beans

2321 Tray containing 8 acanthus

2322 Tray containing 8 acanthus

2328 Potted peaonia

2329 Pair of concrete shallow circular planters

2330 Potted orchid in ceramic pot

2331 Tray containing 9 potted mixed coloured roses

2332 +VAT 2 boxed sets of Bloomer Candiac set of 4 
chrome garden spotlights

2333 +VAT 2 boxed sets of Bloomer Candiac set of 4 
chrome garden spotlights

2334 +VAT Flatpack Keter Cortina 9ft x 7ft Keter shed

2341 +VAT Berghaus full zip fleece in grey and black 
size XL together with Berghaus quarter neck zip 
up fleece in red size XL

2342 +VAT 2 Berghaus full zip gilets in black size XXL 
and M

2343 +VAT 2 Berghaus full zip gilets in navy and 
black size L

2344 +VAT 2 Berghaus full zip fleeces in blue and 
black size XXL
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2345 +VAT 2 Berghaus full zip fleeces in blue and 
black size XXL

2346 +VAT Berghaus full zip waterproof coat in black 
size XXL

2347 +VAT Colombia full zip waterproof jacket in pink 
size M together with Colombia full zip fleece in 
purple size M

2348 +VAT 2 Colombia fleeces; 1 in purple and 1 in 
blue size S and M

2349 +VAT Colombia full zip jacket in black size M 
together with Colombia full zip fur jacket in black

2350 +VAT Igloo 85L 2 wheeled pull along cool box

2351 Highlander 2-3 person tent

2352 2 Adventuridge children's camping beds

2353 +VAT 2 boxed Sealey queen sized electric air 
beds

2354 2 boxed Sealey queen sized electric air beds

2355 4 boxes containing 24 packs of Weber fire 
lighter cube sets

2356 Box containing large qty of fishing rods parts 
and sections

2357 Bundle of mixed branded fishing rods

2358 Bundle of mixed branded fishing rods

2359 Bundle of mixed branded fishing rods

2360 Bundle of mixed branded fishing rods

2361 Fishing rod together with 2 reels

2362 Bundle of various fishing rods

2363 +VAT Wooden cased Eastpoint Essex dartboard

2364 Bag and crate of various karate sportswear

2365 Bag containing County branded cricket bag with 
qty of various cricket related clothing together 
with box of various football socks

2366 Golf bag containing mixed qty of branded golf 
clubs

2367 +VAT Eze glide compact 3 wheel golf trolley

2368 +VAT Centr dumbbell storage tree containing 6 
pairs of rubberised dumbbells (mixed weights)

2369 Body train electric treadmill

2370 +VAT UFC punch bag kit

2371 Carrera Corte Blade racing bike in white and 
green

2372 Gents Probike Kudos mountain bike in silver and 
blue

2373 Ladies Apollo Caf town cycle in blue with basket

2374 Trek Z1X mountain bike in black

2375 2 wheeled rear bike trailer

2376 2 children's scooters

2377 +VAT Boxed Micro Mini 2 grow Dulux scooter in 
pink

2378 Jet 3 Ultra battery operated disability chair with 
charger

2379 Black and purple collapsible 4 wheeled 
wheelchair

2380 +VAT 2 wheeled roller bag

2381 Qty of various bike tyres and wheels

2382 Wood effect 3 drawer desk with black meshed 
office armchair

2383 Electric height adjustable desk with grey twin 
armed office armchair

2384 Set of 4blue clothed conference stacking chairs 
on chrome tubular legs

2385 2 wall mounted lockable cabinets

2386 Modern dark wood extending style picnic bench

2387 Dark wood effect 3 piece picnic style dining set 
to include table and 2 benches

2388 Dark wood effect 3 piece picnic style dining set 
to include table and 2 benches

2389 Light wood effect 3 piece picnic style dining set 
to include table and 2 benches

2390 Pair of grey leatherette and chrome height 
adjustable bar stools

2391 3 black leatherette and chrome height 
adjustable bar stools

2392 Pair of black leatherette and chrome height 
adjustable bar stools

2393 Set of 3 black leatherette high topped stools on 
wooden legs

2394 Beige and black shell shaped height adjustable 
bar stool together with circular grey and black 
leatherette height adjustable bar stool

2395 +VAT Pallet box containing qty of various office 
chair armchair parts

2401 +VAT Boxed iCarsoft MB V3.0 professional 
multi-system car diagnostic tool

2402 +VAT Boxed Autel ABS/SRS OBD II scanner 
and code reader

2403 +VAT Boxed Go Expert TomTom

2404 +VAT Boxed Ring RDCGPS in car dash cam
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2405 +VAT Boxed Topdon ArtiLink600 OBD II 
scanner/ADB/SRS

2406 +VAT Topdon ArtiLink 500 code reader together 
with a Topdon ArtiLink 400 scan tool

2407 +VAT Boxed Noco GB40 boost plus 12v ultra 
safe jump starter

2408 +VAT Noco GB70 boost HD 12v ultra safe jump 
starter

2409 +VAT Noco Boost X GBX45 12v ultra safe jump 
starter

2410 +VAT Boxed Noco GB50 boost XL 12v ultra safe 
jump starter

2411 +VAT Ctek MXS 5.0 battery charger and 
maintainer

2412 +VAT Ctek MXS 5.0 battery charger and 
maintainer

2413 +VAT Ctek MXS 5.0 battery charger and 
maintainer

2414 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of 
various car parts and car related items to include 
filters, disc brakes, Philips LED light bulbs, car 
covers etc

2415 +VAT Boxed Ring RTC6000 cordless digital tyre 
inflator and air pump together with 3 Ring 
RTC2000 hand held tyre inflators

2416 +VAT 4 Ring RTC1000 rapid digital tyre inflators 
together with a Hilka 12v air compressor

2417 +VAT Cased Silver Line 15 piece oil filter 
wrench set together with a cased 23 piece oil 
filter removal wrench set

2418 +VAT 7 pieces of AA branded car related items 
to include a power station, digital air 
compressor, battery charger and maintainer, 2 
tyre inflators, double barrel foot pump and a 2 
ton 3.5m tow rope set

2419 +VAT Quantity of car related tools and 
accessories to include Sealey 8v cordless 
grease gun, Draper multi purpose pump, Draper 
lever action grease gun, Hilka 14 piece brake 
bleeding kit, laser plastic 5L measuring jug, 
cased laser 22 piece wheel lock key set for a 
BMW, cased laser wheel stud thread restorer, 
Blue Spot 5 piece locking wheel nut remover 
set, 15-45mm olive splitter etc

2420 +VAT Quantity of car maintenance and cleaning 
related items to include a boxed pair of steel 2 
ton jack stands, Big Red 20 ton hydraulic bottle 
jack, Hilka 6" 2 or 3 leg gear puller, Draper oil 
funnel, microfibre car cleaning towels, tub of T-
Cut car compound shiner etc

2421 +VAT 6 Ring analogue 12v air compressors

2422 +VAT Quantity of mainly car and bike related 
items to include a Draper Xenon timing light, car 
air pump, Sakura 8 amp battery charger, 2 
CZK.3668 car air pumps, childrens bike helmet 
(size unknown), Allen 2 sectioned car bike rack 
etc

2423 +VAT 5 pieces of mainly motorcycle accessories 
to include an Oxford motorcycle cover (size 
medium), Termoscud motorcycle holdall 
together with a pair of Oxford universal brake 
and clutch lever guards, Oxford secure 
passenger grab handle set and an Oxford 
Patriot super strong disc lock

2424 +VAT Various items to include a Bosch 18v 
battery, Bosch 18v charger, Schneider electric 
IMT23105 stud metal and AC wire detector, 
Draper 200 series digital multi meter and an 
Etekcity infrared thermometer

2425 +VAT LED Lenser MH7 LED outdoor head lamp 
together with an LED Lenser P4R Work LED 
pen light and a Big Larry 2 power LED work light

2426 +VAT Makita 125mm (5") 240v orbital sander 
together with a Makita CXT cordless multi tool

2427 +VAT Quantity of mixed electrical tooling to 
include a Hychika 18v circular saw, 2 Sorako 
electric jig saws, 2 Black + Decker sanders, 
Bosch sander and a Hychika mouse detail detail 
sander

2428 +VAT Quantity of outdoor fence spraying 
equipment and paint to include a Wagner wood 
and metal paint sprayer, Ronseal precision 
finish fence sprayer and 2 5L tubs of Ronseal 
one coat fence life paint in dark oak and 
charcoal grey

2429 +VAT Bosch GWS.7.115 240v angle grinder 
together with a cased Bosch 15 piece router bit 
set

2430 +VAT Boxed Einhell cordless nail gun together 
with a Tacwise hobby 53.13EL cordless 
staple/nail gun and a quantity of various nails

2431 +VAT Selection of mixed tooling to include a 
Mylek compact 18v cordless drill, Black + 
Decker electric mouse sander, WLT band file 
belt sander, Bosch cordless glue gun, Galax pro 
electric head gun and a Bosch handheld easy 
pump inflator
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2432 +VAT Large quantity of assorted mixed tooling 
to include a 21 piece metric tap and dye set, 
Trend digital angle ruler, 51 piece screwdriver 
and bit set, 10 piece SQ Drive open end 
spanner set, wood turning tool, rubber mallet, 
Draper torque wrench, telescoping basin 
wrench, hole saw attachments, file, welding rods 
etc

2433 +VAT Quantity of assorted decorating items to 
include a Silver Line electric wallpaper steamer, 
Wagner electric wallpaper steamer, 3 piece 
ProDec wooden handled paintbrush set, 20 
piece ProDec 4" mini roller box set, dust sheets, 
putty knifes and scraper set, caulking guns, 
Dulux white mist matte paint, Johnstone's 
brilliant white matte paint, Stanley knives etc

2434 +VAT Quantity of assorted tooling to include 
Stanley 16" metal latch toolbox together with a 
Stanley 12.5" metal latch toolbox, Silver Line 
soft grip 5 piece trade trowel set, pair of window 
grippers, 300mm tile cutter, Siwuxe tool box, 
Daewoo 25m cable reel, ratchet tie down set

2435 +VAT Novel Life 24v mini table saw with 
associated accessories (with power supply)

2436 +VAT Pair of DeWalt Millington steel toe boots 
in brown, sized 9

2437 +VAT Quantity of mainly 3M branded work 
safety related items to include X5A Peltor 
hearing protectors, 3M micropore surgical tape, 
3M comfort earmuffs, 3M Peltor Optime-II 
chainsaw hearing protectors, Stanley reusable 
half mask respirator, knee pads, Bolle work 
glasses, vinyl gloves etc

2438 +VAT Quantity of items to include a Port West 
full length shirt in grey (size L) together with 2 
Port West navy boiler suits, boxed pair of Black 
Rock steel toe boots (size UK10), Port West full 
length boiler suit in red (size XL), Port West full 
length boiler suit in black, 2 hi-vis vests, 3 JSP 
hard hats in blue, green and yellow plus an 
AlphaTec disposable coverall

2439 +VAT 5 various style pairs of Lee Cooper work 
trousers in mixed colours together with a Lee 
Cooper full zip fleece in grey (size L) and a 3M 
secure fit safety helmet

2440 +VAT Quantity of mainly outdoor gardening 
related items to include 10m compact hose and 
reel, flatpack hose reel, Worx cordless 3 in 1 
grass trimmer, green expandable hose, 
Hozelock cascade fountain and waterfall pump, 
bulb planter, wireless weather station, pet 
drinking fountain, bug zapper etc

2441 +VAT 2 Levoit Smart True HEPA air purifiers in 
white together with a Levoit Desktop True HEPA 
air purifier and a Levoit core mini true HEPA air 
purifier

2442 +VAT Boxed WooZoo by Ohyama table top fan 
together with 3 Honeywell turbo force power 
fans

2443 +VAT Boxed Hive smart thermostat

2444 +VAT Boxed Hive smart thermostat

2445 +VAT Etekicity smart fitness bathroom scales 
together with a Himaly smart digital body weight 
scales and a Grifema bathroom weighing scales

2446 +VAT Hive active heating smart room 
thermostat

2447 +VAT 8 Status optical smoke alarms together 
with a Fire Angel 2 piece smoke alarm and 
carbon monoxide alarm and a Google Nest 
protect carbon monoxide alarm

2448 +VAT Blanco chrome single lever tap together 
with a Cooke & Lewis Zanthe chrome single 
lever tap

2449 +VAT Large quantity of various style plumbing 
and bathroom accessories to include various 
shower heads by Hansgrohe, Yeaupe Pro, 
Girfema plus a smart water timer, plumbing 
fittings, Status optical smoke alarm, extractor 
fan etc

2450 +VAT Quantity of mixed plumbing and bathroom 
related items to include a chrome single lever 
tap, chrome twin lever bath filler, chrome 
bathroom single lever tap, Mira response 1.25m 
plastic shower hose, toilet seat etc

2451 +VAT Bag containing 4 Philips water solutions 
shower filters together with 2 Philips water 
solutions on tap filtration systems, Grohe 
1500mm shower hose, Grohe Tempesta.F 
trigger sprayer, Westing house ceiling fan wall 
control and a Luxe bidet

2452 +VAT Large quantity of various electrical 
switches and sockets to include brands such as 
Schneider and Lapbg along with a smart wi-fi 
wall switch, shaving switches etc

2453 +VAT Karcher WV6 cordless window vac with 
power supply together with a similar Karcher 
cordless window vac with power supply

2454 +VAT Boxed Einhell dirty water pump together 
with an Einhell 18v cordless nailer

2455 +VAT Boxed Greenworks 60v hedge trimmer

2456 +VAT Bosch Advanced grass cut 36v strimmer
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2457 Petrol chainsaw

2458 Petrol bent arm strimmer

2459 Bosch AXT Rapid 180 electric garden shredder

2460 Florabest electric leaf blower

2461 Bosch electric chainsaw

2462 Craftsman 2 wheeled manual seed spreader

2463 6 wooden shelves with integrated metal brackets

2464 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2465 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2466 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2467 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2468 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2469 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2470 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2471 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2472 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2473 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2474 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2475 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2476 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 packs in each box 
of Flexovit 150mm orbital sanding sheets

2477 +VAT 6 pairs of Forge Steel Annville telescopic 
loppers

2478 +VAT Forge Steel extendable lopper set 
together with grass shear and 2 Annville loppers

2479 12 tins of Supra acoustics grease

2480 Heavy duty stretch film dispenser

2481 Crate containing large qty of round wooden 
furniture feet

2482 Box containing qty of mainly galvanised gripples

2483 Makita tool case together with DeWalt tool case 
(no contents) and 2 crates of various fixings

2484 Large sash clamp

2485 2 crates containing qty of various engineers 
stands and measurers

2486 Master 240v ceramic heater

2487 Tray containing qty of various engineers to 
include tooling, chuck, ruler etc

2488 Clarke Allen key set

2489 Coleman battery operated workshop light

2490 Record no.3 bench mounted vice

2491 2 clamps and vice

2492 110v splitter box

2493 Blue metal expanding tool box containing mixed 
tooling, together with a Nail Master2 electric nail 
gun and case containing a quantity of Bosch 
branded saw blades

2494 +VAT 2 DeWalt quarter neck zip up hoodies - 1 
grey, 1 black, size XL

2495 +VAT 2 DeWalt quarter neck zip up hoodies - 1 
grey, 1 black, size XL

2496 +VAT 2 DeWalt quarter neck zip up hoodies - 1 
grey, 1 black, size XL

2497 +VAT 2 DeWalt quarter neck zip up hoodies - 
both black, size XL

2498 Crate containing qty of Barbarian category 3 
protective clothing

2499 2 boxes containing approximately 40 JSP 10-
piece replacement filter mask sets

2500 +VAT 5 Keylight roof windows (3x ETR02, 2x 
SRF.04)

2501 +VAT Boxed rough neck sharp edged post hole 
digger

2502 +VAT Forge Steel spade and fork set

2503 Karcher 2201 electric wet and dry vacuum 
cleaner

2504 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2505 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2506 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2507 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)
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2508 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2509 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2510 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2511 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2512 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2513 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2514 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2515 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2516 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2517 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2518 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2519 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2520 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2521 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2522 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2523 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2524 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2525 +VAT 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 
Oakey Liberty green roll 115 x 5mm sanding 
sheets (60 grit)

2526 Cased GPO military style Ohmeter (15B 500V)

2527 2 crates containing qty of various machinery, car 
barettas and gear boxes

2528 Crate containing qty of various items to include 
mains adapters, general purpose nozzle etc

2529 Crate containing qty of heavy duty castors

2530 Bag containing DeWalt 8m tape measurer 
together with rough 2 piece 3m and 5m tape 
measure and CAT 2 piece tie down strap set 
and LED dimmable 5 piece light bulb sets

2531 Crate containing qty of various bulldog style 
clips and clamps

2532 +VAT 2 Erbauer LED work light tripods

2533 +VAT Qty of mixed cabling

2534 +VAT Cased DeWalt brushless 18v cordless drill 
together with battery and charger

2535 +VAT Rough neck post rammer

2536 +VAT Rough neck post rammer

2537 Large qty of pine wooden slats

2538 +VAT Large qty of LAP branded baton light 
bulbs (mixed sizes)

2539 +VAT 3 rolls of armoured cable

2540 +VAT Box containing roll of CAT 6 cabling

2541 6 boxed semi circular wall lights

2542 +VAT 8 boxed Aurora LED security lights

2543 +VAT 7 20kg bags of post concrete together 
with 2 tubs of permanent pot hole repair

2544 Crate containing qty of mainly vintage Hurricane 
style lanterns

2545 +VAT 10 packs of LAP LED cabinet down light 
packs

2546 +VAT 5 boxes of LAP LED fixed non fire rated 
down lights in mixed colours to include white 
and chrome

2547 +VAT 5 boxes of LAP LED fixed non fire rated 
down lights in mixed colours to include nickel, 
white and chrome

2548 +VAT Boxed Defender 10 way metal consumer 
unit
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2549 +VAT Boxed Defender 6 way metal consumer 
unit

2550 +VAT Boxed BG 14 way metal consumer unit

2551 +VAT Bag containing large qty of mainly Lukaku 
LED down lights

2552 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2553 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2554 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2555 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2556 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2557 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2558 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2559 +VAT Bag containing qty of mixed electric items 
to include socket switches, dimmers etc

2560 +VAT Bag containing large qty of mainly BG 
branded smart sockets, switches and adaptors

2561 +VAT Bag containing large qty of mainly Lukaku 
branded lighting to include multi position security 
flood light, solar wall lights, smart floodlights etc

2562 +VAT Bag containing large qty of mainly Lukaku 
branded LED lighting

2563 +VAT 3 bags containing large qty of various 
style light bulbs

2564 +VAT Bag containing large qty of various style 
LED downlights

2565 +VAT Bag containing large qty of mixed 
electronics to include batteries, LED head 
torches, TV cabling etc

2566 +VAT Qty of mixed electronic items including 
various style LAP branded lighting comprising 
up and down wall lights, adjustable outdoor up 
and down wall lights, 2 LAP 5 piece multi pack 
socket sets etc

2567 +VAT 4 large dial LED lightbulbs

2568 +VAT 12 LAP LED up and down wall lights in 
mixed colours

2569 +VAT 12 LAP LED up and down wall lights in 
mixed colours

2570 +VAT Large underbay of mixed sized Lukaku 
strip lights

2571 +VAT Large underbay of mixed sized Lukaku 
strip lights

2572 +VAT Shelf containing large qty of mixed style 
interior lighting

2573 +VAT Shelf containing large qty of mixed style 
interior lighting

2574 +VAT Shelf containing large qty of mixed style 
interior lighting

2575 +VAT Qty of mainly loose and unboxed interior 
lighting and accessories

2576 +VAT 2 boxes containing large qty of Lukaku 4 
pin LED light bulbs

2577 +VAT Bag containing large quantity of single 
switches and sockets

2578 Cased Richmond compressor, together with 2 
carpenters manual hand planes

2579 MacAllister electric sander, boxed

2580 Metal expanding toolbox containing a quantity of 
mixed tooling

2581 Stack on 4 drawer mechanics tool chest, 
together with 2 metal jerry cans

2582 Large reel of rope

2583 +VAT Fortress Trade approx. 17 piece 
decorating set, boxed

2584 +VAT 2 Einhell subversive pumps

2585 Morris 250kg. block and tackle

2586 Record #25 bench mounted vice

2587 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2588 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2589 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2590 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2591 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2592 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets
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2593 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2594 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2595 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2596 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2597 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2598 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2599 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2600 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2601 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2602 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2603 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2604 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2605 +VAT 5 boxes containing 10 packs (in each box) 
of Flexovit 10 piece 93 x 230mm. fine sanding 
sheets

2606 White Titan 4 tier shelving rack

2607 Galvanised 4 tier workshop rack

2608 Aluminium 5 tread step ladder

2609 +VAT Forge Steel 85L. wheelbarrow

2610 Pallet containing approximately 20 lengths of 
CLS timber

2611 +VAT 20 lengths of 2.4m. CLS timber lengths

2612 10 lengths of 2 x 4" CLS timber

2613 10 lengths of 2 x 4" CLS timber

2614 10 lengths of 2 x 4" CLS timber

2615 10 lengths of 2 x 4" CLS timber

2616 5 bags of chopped wood

2617 5 bags of chopped wood

2618 Large plastic outdoor coal storage box

2619 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of 
various trucking

2620 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of 
guttering

2621 +VAT Pallet containing 7 rolls of shed roofing 
felt

2622 +VAT Pallet containing 7 rolls of shed roofing 
felt

2623 Velux roof window

2624 Reel containing approximately 80m. of 4mm x 3 
core single phase cable

2625 Approximately 100m. of 32 x 38mm. cable 
ducting

2626 Quantity of armoured cable

2627 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of LED 
baton lights

2628 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of coving

2629 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of coving

2630 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of coving

2631 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of coving

2632 Pallet containing a large quantity of various 
veneer wood

2633 Nilfisk SE250 cordless floor scrubber with 
charger

2634 Topline Easy Mix 4 wheel pull along line marker

2635 Vintage metal 4 wheel pull along cart

2636 Magnetron Briggs & Stratton petrol rotavator

2637 Mountfield Empress self propelled petrol 
lawnmower

2638 Alco hand propelled petrol lawnmower

2639 Wolf self propelled petrol lawnmower

2640 Champioin hand propelled petrol lawnmower

2641 Vintage petrol lawnmower

2642 4 various sized tyres

2643 4 car tyres
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2644 Dainder 4 drawer mobile mechanics tool chest

2645 Clarke industrial 110V air compressor with hose

2646 2 sack barrows

2647 +VAT 2 boxed BG EV charger circuit protection 
unit

2648 Landrover car jack

2649 +VAT Nextbase 322GW In-Car Dash Cam, 
boxed

2650 +VAT Boxed Nextbase 300W In-Car Dash Cam

2651 +VAT Lorex 4K NVR CCTV system (only has 3 
cameras)

2652 +VAT Swan Professional NVR security system, 
boxed

2653 +VAT Yale Conexis L2 Smart Lock

2654 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 4 plus chime (no 
battery)

2655 +VAT Grohe Ambi chrome twin lever kitchen tap

2656 +VAT 2 Grohe Start chrome single lever 
bathroom taps

2657 +VAT Tavistok LED bathroom mirror, boxed

2658 Prevista Dry (1120 x 500mm.) boxed

2659 White ceramic basin. together with a Vitra 
chrome single lever tap, brushed brass flush 
plate and a cross water shower hose

2660 LuxoHeat 3 column horizontal radiator in white, 
600 x 605mm.

2661 4 Proof Vision in wall electric toothbrush 
chargers

2662 8 Portland Straight Chrome radiator valves

2663 3 chrome height adjustable bar stool legs

2664 4 De'Longhi Dragon 4 Pro radiators electric oil 
filled radiators (2 boxed, 2 unboxed)

2665 5 De'Longhi electric oil filled radiators (4 Dragon 
4 Pro and 1 Radial S)

2666 +VAT 3 Duux Three Sixty 2 heaters (2 boxed, 1 
unboxed)

2667 +VAT 2 De'Longhi HSX slim style panel heaters, 
together 2 De'Longhi small electric oil filled 
radiators and a Winix air purifier

2668 +VAT Large quantity of mixed style heaters and 
fans

2669 Quantity of various style wall and floor tiles

2670 +VAT 3 x 10kg. tubs of ready mix plaster, 
together with 3 x 10kg. tubs of jointing and filling 
compound

2671 +VAT Ceiling fan light, boxed

2672 +VAT Ceiling fan light, boxed

2673 +VAT Ceiling fan light, boxed

2674 +VAT Gourmet Pizza Oven, boxed

2675 Tabletop fridge/cooler

2676 +VAT Coca Cola mini fridge

2677 +VAT CaterLite ice crusher, boxed

2678 Unboxed Russell Hobbs digital microwave

2679 Unboxed Russell Hobbs digital microwave

2680 +VAT 3 Pansonic digital microwave ovens, 
unboxed

2681 +VAT Hisense chest freezer

2682 Logik 7kg washing machine model LVD7W18

2683 Beaco 5kg. washing machine model WM5120 W

2684 2 door Hoover fridge freezer

2685 +VAT Sensible Eco Living 2 piece stainless 
steel bin set, boxed

2686 Sensible Eco Living motion sensor bin, unboxed

2687 +VAT Sensible Eco Living motion sensor bin, 
unboxed

2688 +VAT Sensible Eco Living motion sensor bin, 
unboxed

2689 +VAT 2 boxes containing a quantity of various 
cleaning items to include pedal bins, mop 
buckets etc.

2690 2 boxes containing 20 packs of 100 Comfort 
powder free nitrile examination gloves (size S)

2691 +VAT Polti La Vaporella iron, together with an 
expandable laundry basket

2692 +VAT Samsung JetBot robotic vacuum cleaner 
with charger and dock

2693 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum cleaner with battery, charger and 
accessories

2694 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum cleaner with battery, charger and 
accessories

2695 +VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70 with battery

2696 +VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70 with battery
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2697 +VAT Eufy robotic vacuum cleaner with charger 
and dock, together with an Eufy cordless 
vacuum cleaner (no battery or charger)

2698 +VAT Bissell Pro Heat spot clean portable 
upholstery and carpet cleaner

2699 +VAT 2 Bosch Athlet series 6 cordless vacuum 
cleaner, unboxed

2700 +VAT 2 Shark electric steam mops

2701 Dyson hand held vacuum cleaner, together with 
a part Dyson vacuum cleaner, with 2 chargers

2702 +VAT Dyson Pure Hot and Cold fan with remote 
control

2703 +VAT Vibra 3-in-1 fan, heater and air sterilser, 
together with an NSA foldaway fan

2704 Electric oil filled radiator

2705 White wooden 2 door under sink storage cabinet

2706 Blue upholstered commercial sofa together with 
circular topped coffee table

2707 +VAT Boxed Brabantia stainless steel bin

2708 Set of 5 black cloth twin armed office armchairs

2709 Set of 5 black cloth twin armed office armchairs

2710 Set of 5 black cloth twin armed office armchairs

2711 Set of 5 black cloth twin armed office armchairs

2712 Set of 5 black cloth twin armed office armchairs

2713 White metal 2 door cabinet

2714 White metal 2 door cabinet

2715 Black corner shaped desk with central power 
port together with grey soft cushioned chair

2716 Set of 4 black cloth twin armed office armchairs

2717 Sports trampoline together with Lonsdale punch 
bag and diving flipper set

2718 2 wheeled scooted flipper set

2719 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2720 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double sided 
splash back

2721 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2722 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2723 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2724 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2725 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2726 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2727 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2728 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2729 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2730 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2731 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2732 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2733 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2734 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back
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